
Applying Machine Learning for enhanced 

underwater pipeline inspections







Automatic processing of massive amounts of sensor data

Developed in collaboration with 

Swire Seabed for the Ocean Infinity project





Dunnottar Castle



Dunnottar Castle - INNOVAIR



Edinburgh Rail and Road Bridges



Edinburgh Rail and Road Bridges - Aberdeen University



National Oceanography Centre



National Oceanography Centre - L3HARRIS



Last Year…



• EIVA established an extra, dedicated software 

development team early 2017 to work solely on 

applying machine learning and computer vision 

techniques into the subsea & offshore space.

• This team works on several topics:

- Deep Learning, being able to recognize objects

- VSLAM, being able to track objects with a camera

- VSLAM, being able to scan objects with a camera

- Mesh, being able to generate 3D models

- Mosaic, generating perfect image stitching

Deep Learning



Pipe Anode Damage Marine growth

Real-life examples of how our deep learning algorithms have found marked objects

Deep Learning automatically detects objects from imagery



Objects Identified:

Seabed 100%

Pipeline 97%

Anode 0%

Fieldjoint 0%

Flange 0% 

Deep Learning is faster than real-time:

15 minutes of video = 1 minute processing time (Cloud Server)

Images analysed and 

classified one-by-one



Onboard Computer

No internet connection

(suited for AUV / USV)

Rack Server

Limited internet connection 

(suited for Vessel)

Cloud Service

Internet connection to EIVA HQ 

(suited for Office)



Rocks

Mattress Damage

Rocks Debris Damage

Pipes Anodes Corals Flanges

Structures Mattresses Debris

Deep Learning is trained on diverse data sets…



Automation occurring inside all vehicles



This Year…



Automatic object detection from video



Camera-based product tracker for AUV integration

Deep Learning running on 

our AUV onboard computer.

Provides real-time top of 

pipe position and video QC. 



Camera-based product tracker for AUV integration

Deep Learning running on 

our AUV onboard computer.

Provides real-time top of 

pipe position and video QC. 



What is SLAM?

Simultaneous Localisation And Mapping

“The computational problem of constructing 

or updating a map of an unknown 

environment while simultaneously keeping 

track of an agent's location within it”

Photogrammetry will just compare features 

in all images – this is why it is so slow….

If we track recognisable features in moving

images, it is possible to calculate the position 

of the camera and the position of features.



New feature detection algorithm (outperforms SIFT, SURF etc) 



What the human can see... What SLAM can see...

Green points show SLAM tracking features in REAL-TIME



Prototype point cloud generated from SLAM



NaviModel used to create 3D MESH (from 3 video cameras)

Sonar DTM combined with 

VSLAM mesh



NaviModel used to create 3D MESH (from 3 video cameras



Combining Deep Learning and VSLAM enables us to assign classification flags to each data point.

Enabling autonomy - What an AUV ‘can see’ in real-time

Pipeline = green, Fieldjoints = red and Seabed = blue.



Identify DTM rock events in action



New ATR algorithm on sidescan and backscatter data



New ATR algorithm on sidescan and backscatter data



NORBIT forward looking sonar



We are now training to identify habitat and seabed classification



We are thinking about training on water column data



12/12/2019

Points automatically removed using Deep Learning

Proof of concept to remove noise from point clouds



Freespan Heights and Lengths auto populated



Proof of concept for freespan detection



12/12/2019

A discipline within computer vision is camera-based 
detection and positioning of known markers.

• Each marker is unique, so it can be coupled to a 
specific feature (i.e. on a structure)

• A single marker is enough to determine orientation and 
relative distance since we know dimension and can see 
the orientation

• Multiple markers are better as this will strengthen the 
calculation / positioning 

Marker Tracking

Typical ArUco marker



12/12/2019

Marker placed onto object Camera, Gyro, MRU & NaviPac



12/12/2019EIVA, STR & Forssea Robotics - 3D models and graphs



12/12/2019

Onland:

- Warehouse navigation, i.e. using markers to enable 

robots to conduct tasks

Underwater:

- Positioning, i.e. using markers to determine the 
marker position relative to the camera

- Construction, i.e. using markers on each object to 
enable placement relative to each other

- Docking guidance, i.e. using markers to identify 
docking stations (for AUV’s)

Use Cases

Visualisation, AkerBP GCE technology day 2019



12/12/2019
Positioning - camera relative to marker



12/12/2019
Construction - object relative to other objects



12/12/2019
Docking guidance - camera relative to docking station



THANK YOU


